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ABSTRACT 
The Proton on Hydrogen collision problem is 
treated in the time-dependent formalism using a new 
self-consistent nuclear trajectory model in conjunction 
with a simple semi-classical apprJximation. In this 
method the nuclear trajectory is dependent on the time-
evolution of the electronic wavefunction which is 
described by a basis of H! eigenfunctions. The small-
energy, large scattering angle region is well 
described in this way and agreement with available 
experimental data is obtained. Tile inclusion of the 
semi-classical approximation and the use of a larger 
molecular basis than hitherto employed allow these 
1. 
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limits to be quite reasonably extended to describe the . ~~~~~. 
small angle and moderate energy region also. 
Results of charge exchange probabilities and 
differential-scattering cross-sections in the range 
150~1000 e.v. (lab. energy of incidsnt proton beam) are 
presented along with some inelastic calculations on 
excitation into the Hydrogen 2p±l and 2S states. 
It is flJ-::-ther shown that the inclusion of the. Gera~e <;ret/tV\~~ 
states (2Scrg, 3Dcrg) in the basis set has a significant 
effect on the results obtained for coliision energies 
of 700 e.v. and lKev. 
A new numerical method .1.s described which enables 
very rapid computation of all quantities :r:equi.red for 
the basis set, and leads to quick and simple integral 
calculat..Lons ,. 
SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 
The experimental work of Helbig & Everhart (Ref. 1) 
(which was verified an~ improved by Hauver, Barat & 
Fayeton (Ref. 2)) with Proton and Hydrogen collisions, 
has led to many theoretical studies of this problem. 
The work of Bates et. al. (Refs. 3,4,5) are typical of 
earlier efforts where the nuclear motion was assumed 
to be classical and in straight lines (Impact Parameter 
Approxim3tion, I.P.A.). This motion was treated as a 
perturbation on the electronic wavefunction which was 
solved in the Time-Dependent formalism. 
The electronic wavefunction is usually described 
2. 
by a basis set of either atomic or molecular eigenfunctions 
of the stationary system~ the technique being referred 
to as the method of Perturbed Stationary States (PSS) . 
An expansion in molecular eigenfunctions is best 
used in the case of low energy collisions because, for 
a period o~ time in these collisions, the electron 
cannot be said to belong either to t.he target nucleus 
or to the incident nucleus. Obviously a large enough 
atomic basis set could describe such a situation but 
the time required for a computation would be very large. 
The early results, using the I.P.A. and a two state 
molecular expansion (lSag, 2pa~) to describe the electronic 
motion, were in qualitative agreeme~t with experiment 
but fail.ed to predict with any accuracy either the heights 
or the positions of the extrema in the charge exchange 
probability curves. 
Bates & Williams (Ref. 5) found that including 
the effect of the rotation induced coupling between the 
2p0Jl and 2p7rJl molecular states gave much better 
quantitative agreement with experiment by damping and 
alte~ing the phase of some of the theoretical charge 
exchange oscillations. 
The E,e range (where E is lab. energy of incident 
proton beam and 8 is lab. frame scattering angle) 
wher~ this particular approach gave best accord with 
experiment was 500 < E < 1000 e.v., e ~ 3°. 
Explanations of the small angle, low energy 
deviations came from F.J. -smith (Ref. 6), Marchi & 
F.T. Smith (Ref. 7) and F.T. Smi~h \Ref. 8), who showed 
that the error was inherent in the classical nuclear 
path approximation. It is the quantum-mechanical or 
wave-effect of the nuclear motion which gives rise 
to almost all of the damping of charge exchange curves 
in this region. The theoretical results that lead 
to this conclusion are in fact present in the very 
early papers of Matt (Ref. 9) and of Massey & Smith 
(Ref. 10). 
This effect has been taken into consideration in 
the work of McCarroll & Salin (Ref. 11) which has lead 
to the results published by M~Carroll, Piacentini & Salin 
(Ref. 12). They have used an Eikonal approximation 
where the classical limit of the Time-Independent 
3. 
Schrodinger equation for the whole system is coupled 
with the classical electronic transition amplitudes 
calculated in the I.P.A .• This work, along with the 
inelastic calculations of Chidichimo-Frank & Piacentini 
(Ref. 13) using the same method, are inaccurate 
in the moclerate scattering angle region due to the 
straight line trajectory approximation. The high 
. 
energy, large angle inaccuracies are caused firstly 
by high energy non-adiabatic effects appeuring which 
are.not described by a simple molecular basis set of 
three states, and secondly by failure to take any 
account of the bending of the trajectories at moderate 
to large scattering angles. 
The first of these problems was first investigated 
by Bates (Ret. 3) who multiplied each of his molecular 
' 
basis functions by a velocity dependent term to make 
the resulting functions eigenfunctions of the total 
,system for infinite separations. This allows for the 
effect of the relative motion between colliding centres 
in the asymptotic limit. In part, these terms were to 
account for the so called "Momentum-Transfer" effects 
when the target electron was picke~ up by the incident 
proton. Rosenthal (Ref. 14) has pointed out that the 
introduction of these velocity dependent terms is 
purely to correct for the error ca~sed by using a small 
basis set. Gaussorgues & Salin (Ref. 15) using an atomic 
basis set have shown that these velocity dependent 
effects are negligible below incident energies of 5 Kev. 
The second problem, namely taL:Lng correct account 
> 
4. 
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of th'e bending of the nuclear trajectories, is related 
tG'the first problem but becomes more important at low 
energies and moderate to large scattering angles. 
The difficulty surrounding the whole problem is 
understandable when the case of an inelastic transition 
is considered. If a Time-Dependent solution is 
attempted the difficulty is in correctly choosing 
classical trajectories for particular reaction 
channels, and for the Time~Independent equivalent, the 
difficulty lies in choosing a potential (since the 
wavefunction is changing in time then so too is the 
potential) . 
In the interesting paper of Knudson and Thorson 
(Ref. 16) a Time-Dependent method is presented where 
the electronic wavefunction is separated into a 
I · 1 geratd-<,half (lScrg) and an ungerarde_.half (2pCYlJ, 2p1TlJ), I l 
and each half is solved for along its own Time-Independent 
classicnl trajectory. However it was found that .the 
11 ).6elastic phases" predicted by this approximation 
were inaccurate and had to be replaced by those 
calculated in a Time-Independent method~ This particular 
Time-Dependent approach fails in the small en~rgy, large 
scattering angle region due to t~e constant potentials 
used to solve for the nuclear motions. An explanation 
of this error is presented in the next few paragraphs. 
Gaussorgues et. al. (Refs. 17 & 18) have presented 
a Time-Dependent method which relies on the physical 
reasoning 'l:hat in large angle scattering, t.he scai:t.erin.g 
force ir; predominan-tly due to the repulsion betwc~en the 
nuclear centres, and is comparatively unaffected by 
the changing electronic wavefunction. 
It can be seen that this method has a lower limit 
I 
because at small energies, despite the fact that large 
angle scattering may be involved, the nuclear scattering 
is significantly influenced by the way in which the 
electronic wavefunction evolves in time. This limit 
is illustrated in the paper (Ref. 18) where a 
discrepancy of 30% is noted for a scattering angle 
of 20° in a collision of 100 e.v. It is this small-
energy, large to moderate scattering angle region which 
my methoA best describes. 
To reiterate, the Eikonal Approximation using the 
I.P.A~, (Ref. 11) accurately describes the small-
6 • 
energy, small scattering angle regi0n where straight 
line classical behaviour and nuclear quantum-mechanical 
effects are predominant, whereas the Common--Trajectory 
method of Gaussorgues et. al. (Refs. 17 & 18) predicts 
accurately the experimental results in the small-energy, 
very large scattering angle regions where the nuclear-
nuclear for~es can be expected to provide for almost 
all of the scattering force. Neithe~ of these two 
methods adequately describe the small-energy, moderate 
to large scattering angle region due to their not 
considering the mutual dependence between the electronic 
wavefunction and the nuclear traj9ctories. To elaborate; 
firstly, the solution of the electronic wavefunction 
is quite sensitive to variations in the bending of the 
classical trajectories, and secondly, the potential giving 
7 • 
rise to this bending is significantly dependent on 
the variations of the evolving electronic wavefunction. 
To fill this gap I have developed a technique 
which solves for both the classical nuclear trajectory 
and the time evolution of the electronic wavefunction 
together in a self-consistent fashion. 
The main approximation inherent in the method 
is the solution of the entire electronic wavefunction 
subject to the constrainf of only one classical 
nuclear trajectory. In the E8 range considered this 
.-. 
approximation is reasonable as the classical trajectories 
associated with each contributing basis function do not 
differ markedly from the self-consistent trajectory. In 
addition, the ''inelastic phase" predictions are quite 
accurate which is in contradistinction to the results 
of the dual-·traj ec·tory model proponed by Thorson et. al. 
(Ref. 16). 
rro facilitate the calculatio~l of differential 
scattering cross-sec·t.ions and to pr!?dict the low-
ener.gy, small angle damping in the charge oscillation 
curves previously mentioned, I have developed a semi-
classical approximation which was derived from the 
work of Varchi & F.T. Smith (Ref. 7) and of F.T. Smith 
(Ref. 8). The contributing state electronic phases 
are introduced into this approximation from the solution 
of tb2 electronic wavefunct::Lon along ·the self-,consistent 
trajectory. 
In the moderate energy region, where inelastic 
transitionc (other than that to the 2pn~ state) occur, 
I hav-e employed a molecular eigenfunction basis set which, 
at most, included the lSog, 2prrv, 2Sog, 3prrv, 2pov, 
3Drrg, 3pov and 3Dog states. The extra Geiar~basis 
functions were included to account for any radially 
induced excitations present at higher energies, due 
to the neglect of velocity dependent translation 
factors in this work. It has been found that the 
inclusion of the states 2Sog & 3Dag in the basis set 
8. 
has a significant effect.on the results for a collision 
energy of 1 Kev and gives better agreement with experiment 
than-hitherto obtained. However, the neglect of any 
velocity dependent terms has led to some non-physical 
oscillations occuring which give rise to unreliable 
higher state excitation calculations. 
In )..:he next section the reason.i.:ng leading up to 
the self-consistent trajectory approximati6n is enlarged 
upon and the equations to be solved are derived. The 
semi-classical approximation and some theoretical 
justificati~n for its use are presented in Section III 
followed by Section IV which deals with the numerical 
algorithm used to construct the basis set and also with 
some computational details of the problem. In Section v 
the results of this research are graphed along with 
those of several other theoretical approaches and experiments, 
and a discussion of the results is presented. 
9 . 
SECTION II 
THE SELF-CONSISTENT 'l'RAJECTORY 
The basic premise implicit in all theoretical collision 
studies employing approaches along the lines of the PSS 
approximation, was presented in the half-century old 
work. of Born and Oppenheimer (Ref. 19). The main reasoning 
behind that work is that if there are slow relative movements 
between nuclei in ~olecules (a slow ion-atom collision is 
an example of this) then the electronic wavefunction will 
adjust itself instantly to these movements since the electron 
moves so very much faster than the nuclei. This assumption 
is the basis of an approximation which is usually known as 
the zeroth-order Born Oppenheimer (B.O.) approximation 
sin0e il i~ formally the result of truncating a perturbation 
expansion in (M)~ to the zeroth order term where m/M is the 
ratio of electronic to nuclear mass. When this approximation 
is applied to cases where the elPctronic wavefunction does not 
undergo transformations to higher states but instead alters 
itself t 1:> adjust to the slow nuclear movements, it is often 
referred to as the adiabatic approximation. If this B.o. 
approximationis applied to the collision problem, the total 
wavefunction becomes separable into a simple product of 
electronic and nuclear componen:ts. This ~:;eparation le;;tds to 
the method of solution where the solutions to the electronic 
equations are used to calculate an effective potential in 
which the nuclear motion may be solved. 
Thus t.he total wavefnnction may be WJ:-J_ tten as, 
(l) 
10. 
wher~ ~(~ 1 ~) is the electronic wavefunction and F(~) 
iL'a function of the nuclear variables only. (All 
electronic and all nuclear coordinates are represented 
by ~' ~ respectively). 
Matt (Ref. 9) showed that very little error 
was incurred in simple collision theory by assuming 
that the nuclei could be treated as infinitely heavy 
particles. This discovery led naturally to the Impact 
Parameter Approximation (I.P.A.) where the nuclei are 
treated as classical particles and travel undeviated 
at constant velocity along straight lines during an 
in·teraction. 
When the I.P.A. is applied in solving the Proton 
on Hydrogen collision, the electronic wavefunction is 
usually expanded in a basis set of molecular eigen-
functions: 
n = 1, 2, •.• number of basis functions N, (2) 
where th~ an are time dependent coefficients arid the 
En & lln are respectively, e:Lgenenergies and eigenfunctions 
of the·electronic Hamiltonian. The change in variable 
from ~ to t in the electronic wavefunction is because 
time is the independent variable in this approach and 
the nuclear coordinates, ~, may be extracted from the 
particular time-dependent straight-line trajectory 
chos~n. Velocity dependent terms have here 
been ignored for simplicity. This wavefunction is 
solved by substitution into the Time~Dependent Schrodinge~ 
equation; 
H~(r,t) = ih ~~ (r,t) 
dt 
where H is the electronic Hamiltonian of the system 
and is dependent on the internuclear separation R, 
but not 6n the time rate of change of R. Given the 
incident nucleus trajectory R(t), the problem is to 
solve for the electronic wavefunction after the collision 
is over in order to calculate the probability of charge 
transfer. It turns out that a simple superposition of 
the eigenfunctions lScrg & 2pcr~ (u1 & ~2) accurately 
gives the wavefunction of an electron in the lS 
Hydrogenic state about the target nucleus for large 
internuclear separations, R. Thus: 
1 (~~ (R,r) + ~2 (R, r)) 
12 
is the gronnd state wavefunction of an electron centred 
about the target nucleus. Equation (3) is integrated 
in time subject to the initial conditions at t=O th~t, 
a1 = 1/12 + iO and, 
where the subscripts 1 & 2 apply respectively to the 
11. 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5a) 
(5b) 
eigenfunctions lSag & 2pa~. It should be noted that 
the coefficients an are complex. The initial conditions 
(5} are chosen ~o correctly localize the ~lectron 
around the target nucleus in the lS Hydrogenic state. 
When the substitution of (2) into (3) is carried 
out and if only a two state approximation involving states 
1 & 2 is used (noting the orthonormality of the ~ 's), n . 
for all time and thus the solution of the wavefunction 
(2) is subject only to the evaluation of the terms: 
f
t . 
-i En(T)dT _ l 2 e ' n - , 0 
along the particular st~aight line trajectory chosen. 
'rhe solut.ion of the problem is completed by using the 
inner product between the final wavefunction (2) and 
the wavefun~tion (4) to calculate the probability .of 
charge exchange. This probability, PEX is given by: 
since the term, l<¢ 18 j~(oo,~)>j 2 gives the probability 
that the electron stays on the target atom. Since the 
potential energy curves associated with states 1 & 2 
are different (Appendix II), the two terms (7) will 
usually differ, which leads to a pari.:.icularly simple 
partial explanation for the existence of the charge 
12. 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
13. 
exchange oscillations and qualitative agreement wit:. 
experiment. 
When a larger basis set is employed and if a 
transformation to the rotating centre of mass frame is 
carried out, equations (6) become; 
d Jt V<J.l I··~>) e -i (F'n (T) -Em (T) )dT 
m dR o 
for n = 1, 2, ••• , N. 
Dirac's Bra and Ket notation is used. Here 8(t) is the 
angular velocity of the rotating frame with respect 
to the lab frame,V(t) is the time rate of change of the 
internuclear separation R(t), and tkr is the usual angular 
momentum operator. Equations (9) are integrated along 
a classical nuclear straight line trajectory while 
all dynamical variables and the internuclear separation 
at which the basis set is to be evaluated, are derived 
from that trajectory. 
The rotation induced coupling is one of the most 
(9) 
important mechanisms involved in predicting the experimental 
results and much work has been done to incorporate it into 
theoretical approaches to the problem. 
Bates & Williams (Ref.5) and McCarroll, et. al. 
Refs. (12,29) have published work which includes the 
rotation coupling in an I.P.A. approach. However, the 
strai.ght line trajectory approximation faj.ls where large 
scattering angles are involved, as could be expected. 
The error introduced through not taking account of the 
bending of the classical trajectories for collision 
energies in the range .1 - 1 Kev and scattering angles 
greater than 4°,' may be seen in the results published 
in (Refs. 12 & 18). 
The physical reason explaining this error came 
from Knudson & Thorson (Ref. 16) who pointed out that 
the 'S-traight line trajectory samples the region of 
strong coupling (between 2pa~ & 2pn~ states) much more 
than doe~ the correct trajectory. The strong coupling 
region occurs for small internuclear separations (see 
integral graphed in Appendix II) and it is for such 
separations that the nuclear repulsive forces cause the 
incident nucleus to be at least partly repelled from the 
target leading to les.0 coupling than that predictec 
by a straight line trajectory. One other difficulty 
involved with the I, P. A·. is the ambiguity implied in 
obtaining a scattering angle from a straight line, 
particularly for large angles. 
Bates & Sprevak (Ref. 20) have presented a method 
based on the work of Bates & Crothers (Ref. 21) which 
describes very large angle scattering and is very 
similar ~o the work of Gaussorgues et.al. (Ref. 17) 
discussed in the introduction. Bates & Sprevak i~ a 
Time-Independent approach have used for t~heir poten·tial 
an average of the lSag & 2pav potentials, ·an approximation 
14. 
which fails in the low energy, moderate to large scattering 
angle region for the same reason as does the work of 
Gaussorgues et. al. (Refs. 17 & 18). The reason is that 
in this region it is no longer an accurate approximation 
• 
15. 
to calculate the potential which determines the nuclear 
motion regardless of the variations in time of the electronic 
wavefunction. 
Knudson & Thorson (Ref. 16) have done some Time-
Dependent calculations and though their results are 
good for small angles and small energies, the method 
is inaccurate for larger scattering angles because Gf 
the constant potential approximation used for the nuclear 
scattering. To obtain reliable results in the small-
energy, moderate to large scattering angle region, a 
method is required which solves for both the nuclear 
motion and the electronic wavefunction without any constant 
potential approximations. 
I have developed a method which meets these requirements 
where the incident nucleus is assumed to move along a single 
classical trajectory which has been found by using 
the time-evolution of the· electronic wavefunction to 
give a time varying potential. The first step in 
obtaining a solution to a particular collision is ·to 
guess a probable nuclear classical trajectory given 
the initial conditions of incident energy, E and 
irnpact-p<:..rameter, p. 'l'he ·time-dependence of the 
electronic wavefunction is determ~ned along the gnessed 
trajectory using equations (5 & 9), and this time~ 
dependence is used in calculating a )cime varying potent.ial 
which leads to a better guess for the nuclear trajectory, 
The force on either the target or the incident nucleus 
at any t~:Lme is given by: 
16. 
1<, ( t) = L I an ( t) I 2 ~n. ( t) -· 1 
n aR R2 
(10) 
I 
The whole process is then repeated using the newly 
calculated trajectory and so on until the final electronic 
wavefunction obtained does not vary from iteration 
to iteration by more than a certain tolerance. As 
an tndication of the speed of the method, I have found 
that for all collisions attempted, convergence to better 
than 1% was reached after only two iterations. Given 
an incident energy E, and an impact-parameter p, a 
calculation using the self-consistent trajectory method 
gives a scattering angle e, and a solution to the 
electronic wavefunction (equation 2). For computational 
details involved in this section see (appendix I) . 
The results obtained as described may be used 
directly in the calcula.tion of charge exchange 
probabilities as in eqtn.· (8) but those results do 
not predict the low-energy, small to moderate angle 
damping which is experimentally observed and they do 
not directly lead to calculations of differential-
scattering cross-sections (DSCS) • To cover these 
inadequacies some effort must be made to include the 
quantum-mechanical effect of t:he nuclear motion. 
SECTION III 
THE SEMI--CLASSICAL APPP.OXIMATION 
In theoretical investigations of experimental results 
it is important not to loose sight of the simple physical 
aspects of the problem considered. The observables 
associated with the proton on Hydrogen experiment are 
the inci.dent beam energ~.E, and the scattering angle 
e. In the straight-line trajectory studies of Bates 
et. al. (Refs. 3,4,5) a quantity p (the impact para-
meter) is introduced and placed on the same footing as 
accorded the experimental observables E & e. Their 
method of solution is to decide upon the initial 
conditicns. p & E for a particular collision trajectory 
and these lead simultaneously to a unique solution of 
the electronic wavefunction and to a unique scattering 
angle e • The physical implication of this model is 
that all protons observed to scatter through an angle 
e result from identical collision trajectories, (each 
characterised by the same impact -- parame·ter p) and 
possess the same observable elect~onic properties. 
An obvious example where this irnplication is not valid 
is the case of very low energy collisions (< 15 e.v.) 
where the De Broglie wavelength of the incident proton 
is comparable to t.he spatial variation of the scat·terin.g 
potential. In such cases a wavepacket description 
of the incident proton is required as opposed to the 
classical point model. 
17. 
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~n the energy range of interest (.1 to lKev) 
it is the zeroth order Born-Oppenheimer approx. (eqtn.l) 
which leads to the incorrect notion that there is a 
unique one-to-one dependence between p & 8 for a 
particular collision energy E. It turns out that if 
the full quantal treatment of the problem is reduced 
to a. semi-classical approximation, then the scattering 
observed at an angle 8 Inay result from several different 
classical trajectories e~ch characterised by the same angle 
8. Thus, in a two state approximation using the lsog & 2po~ 
stat~s, contributions to the scattering calculated at a 
particular scattering angle 8 will generally come from 
two different classical trajectories, each characterized 
by its own impact parameter, P1 & pz respectively. I 
shall now go through the reasoniE~T v,·hich leads to this 
result. The works of F~T. Smith (Ref. 8) and of Marchi 
& Smith (Ref. 7) have contributed significantly to this 
section. 
In a higher order approximation the total wavefunction 
is Y<Tritten: 
n = 1, 2, ••• , N, 
(where all variables are as bAfore) instead of the approx-
imation of eqtn. (1). If this wavefunction is affected 
by a scattering potential the resultant scattered wave is 
normalJy described by: 
(10) 
'¥ total 
n = 1, 2, ••. , N, 
where eikR/R is a spherical wave and the f's are the 
n 
quantal scattering amplitudes. For simplicity eqtri.. (11) 
is reduced to a two s·tate m~pansion including the 
lsog & 2pov states only: 
The next step in the solution is to associate a physical 
quantity with these scattering amplitudes, thus: 
is known as the Differential Scattering Cross Section 
(DSCS) ±or scattering into state 1, and is an observable 
'7 
quantity. ·-/i?,t<.Jv\l\t0V1~ ,4 Geubsovl"J·<, 
Some necessary results and equations derived from 
the previous section are now presented. Rewriting 
eqtn. ( 4) , 
<PA 
1 ( v 1 + jJ 2 ) = .,..._,~ I 
rr 
<PB 
1 (JJl jJ 2) _, .. ~~-..... -- -· I 
r:r 
where <PA & <PB are ground state hydrogenic wavefunctions 
19. 
(11) 
(13) 
(14A) 
(14B) 
cPrtred around the target nucleus and the incident 
nucleus respectively. If the substitution, 
1, 2, 
0 
is put into eqtn. (7) then eqtn. (8) becomes, 
and.-
P - ~[1- cosCn1 EX 
where P0 is the prob~bility of direct scattering and 
(n 1 - n2) is referred to as the phase difference 
between states 1 & 2. 
Following F.T. Smith (Ref. 8) the concept of the 
classical action is introduced. Given a particular 
scattering event whose classical trajectory is known 
there is a corresponding action, 
20. 
(15) 
(16a) 
(16b) 
s - I ~.d~ (17) 
where ~(q) is the momentum along the trajectory. For 
the equivalent classical trajectory without interaction 
the acU .. on is, 
EJ 0 ., .. I 
which gives the overall collision action, 
A = S - S 0 
If a collision between two protons occurs subject 
only to a lSag potential, 
the collision action along the resultant classical 
-· 
trajectory can be calculated. Given two such collisions 
derived from the lSag & 2pa~ potentials, two collision 
actions A1 & A2 may be obtained. Marchi & Smith (Ref. 7) 
have shown that provided the scattering angles associated 
with the A1 & A2 are the same, escat for example, then 
to second order in the function, 
(Vl(R) -V2(R))/E 
21. 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
where th~ V's are as defined in (20) and E is the collision 
energy. It should be noted that the classical phases (n's) 
used in eqtn. (21) were calculated using an average 
pote:n:tial, 
(22) 
22. 
to determine the nuclear motion and the scattering 
angle escat , and not a straight line trajectory. 
A simple physical explanation of the agreement 
shown in eqtn. (21) is given if eqtn. (17) is examined. 
The quantity S/h gives the number of De Broglie wavelengths 
along a particular classical trajectory and if two 
actipns like A1 & A2 are combined the effect is very 
similar to the interference resulting from the 
superposition of two waves. Thus the combination of 
two totally classical quantities, i.e. action integrals, 
and the use of two contributing trajectories, leads to 
qualitative agreement with experiment by producing 
oscillations. Eqtn. (12) may be rewritten thus, 
IJ!total 
using eqtns. (14), leading to the DSCS's for direct 
scattering and charge exchange, 
(23) 
(24a) 
(24b) 
In approaches using the I.P.A. the predictions for pro~ability 
of charge exchange P EX, are undamped in the sn'lall~energy, 
smal~-scattering angle region (see eqtns. 16) whereas 
here, 
( 2 5) 
can only be undamped if lf1l = lfz[. 
The scattering amplitude f, is a quantum mechanical 
term but to be consistent with the correspondence 
principle, it should have a classical limit, let this be 
fclassical = exp(iA/h) ' 
(using eqtn. (19)) since in the high-energy, or classical 
nucleus region, the charge exchange oscillations still 
exist and are predicted by eqtn. (26) but the nuclear 
quantum-mechanical damping is no longer present. If 
the full-quantal scattering amplitude is written: 
f = exp(iAq/h) 
then Aq may be expanded, 
and thus A is the classical limit of Aq and leads to 
eqtn. (26). However, since the quantal DSCS is given 
by lfl 2 , then it would be reasonable to expect the 
classical approximation of f to lead to a classical 
DSCS. The classical DSCS is 0iven by, 
-2~. -~.£ 
sLn e ae 
23. 
( 26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
as seen in Ref. (22), and if F is the classical approximation 
of f then would expect, 
I 
This is achieved by setting the imaginary part of A1 to, 
~ log a • 
e c 
(The·real part of A1 and its consequences is dealt 
with by Ford and Wheeler (Ref. 30), but it has no part 
in this research.) This gives, to first order in h, 
a classi~al scattering amplitude, 
F(8,E) = ac~ exp(iA/h) 
The classical approximations to the f1 & f2 of 
eqtn. (12) may be written, 
fn (e ,E) [ 
-p d p l ~ n · n 
= ~ x;;-
n 
n = 1, 2, 
where the relationship between p & 8 is determiried 
n n 
classically using the potential Vn(R) given by eqtn. (20). 
Since the potentials V1 (R) & V2 (R) are significantly 
differen[~ =~: s~~:l values of R, then so \'lill be the. 
terms, -~--e-- ae-, n = 1, 2 and therefore, lf1 I * lf2l 
sJ.n n 
24 • 
. (30) 
( 31) 
'(32) 
( 3 3) 
for certain collision trajectories. Thus the small-energy, 
small angle damping which is experimentally observed 
has a theoretical description. 
In my calculations I have used eqtns. (21 & 33) 
combined with the solutions obtained for the electronic 
wavefunction in the self-consistent trajectory approximation, 
to produce differential-scattering cross sections. Eqtn. 
(21) was obtained by Marchi & Smith (Ref. 7) using an 
average potential (eqtn. (22)) and hence its use here is 
justified since the self-consistent trajectory technique 
uses an average potential (eqtn. (10 )Q) to determine t.he 
nuclear motion. It is well known, (Bates & Sprevak 
(Ref~ 20)~ that the rotation induced excitation causes 
a change in the phase of the charge exchange oscillations 
calculated in the two state approximation. I have taken 
this effect into consideration by using the coefficients 
an (see eqtn. (2)) as corrections to the classical 
phases n • To obtain results as a function of the 
n 
scattering angle 8, I solve for the electronic wave-
25. 
function along many different self-consistent trajectories, 
all at the same collision energy E. Using eqtns. (21 & 33), 
the scattering amplitudes are written, for a particular 
energy, 
[
-pn (8) 3pn (8)]~ 
f (e) =" -~-~ ---· a ( o) exJ) (in ( 8) ) , n --n n · n 
sin 8 38 
1, 2, • • • N 
(34) 
where the N-~ in eqtn. (11) may be dropped since 
L I an 12 :::: 1. (It should be not ..ed t.hat the nn * An but n 
that stri.ct correct.ness is achieved v1hen the phase 
92:£~2.~-e~ are calcula·ted in accordance with eqtn. (21)). 
In higher energy collisions (E > lKev) it becomes 
possible to excite the electron to hydrogenic states 
other than the 18 and 2p ± 1 states. I have allowed 
for this by expanclin9 the bar:d s set. to include t.h(~ 
rotation :LnducE;d exci t:ation 1 · ?p1rp + 3pOJ1 and 3pop -+ 3pTrp. 
These' excitations provide for the possibility of 
describing scattering into the 2S and 3p±l hydrogenic 
states respectively. The hydroge~ic states 2S, 2p±l 
and 3p±l may be written, 
<f>(2S)A,B = 
<f>( 2p±)A,B = 
1 (ll (2Scrg) ± l1 ( 3pcrl-J) ) 
12 
1 (l-J (3Dirg) ± 
12 
lJ(2pTilJ)) 
<f>(3p±)A,B = l (lJ(4DTig) ± lJ(3pTilJ)) 
12 
26. 
(35a) 
( 35b) 
(35c) 
where the notation of eqtn. (14) is used. Large internuclear 
separations are required for eqtns. (35) to be accurate. In 
all calculations which I carried out the first molecular 
wavefunctions in the expansions (eqtns. (35)) were barely 
excited and were consequently neglected in higher state 
DSCS calculations. Since there is only one molecular 
state contributing to the excitation of each of the higher 
hydrogenic states then there is no interference between 
scattering amplitudes (as in eqtns. 24) and this leads to 
identical direct and exchange DSC3's. The differential 
scattering cross-sections for direct & exchange scattering 
into the higher states are written, 
o(2S)D,EX = ~ _ __E_L. _8p2. I as I 2 
Sin 8 88 
(36a) 
cr(2p±l)D EX :::: k ~-fl~~~' -~ I a4 I?. 2 
, Sin 8 ()8 
( 36b) 
o( 3p±)D,EX -- k: ·--J?~~~~· .~,t;,E~ I a sl ~ 2 
Sin 8 ()8 
( 3 6c) 
where eqtn: (34) has been used and where 3,4,5 apply 
respectively to the 3pa~, 2pn~, and 3pn~ molecular 
I \ I 
e1genfunct1ons. When the possibility of higher state 
excitations is included the probability of charge 
exchange represented by eqtn. (2) must be modified to, 
L:a EX 
n n 
n = 1, 2, ••• , N. 
To complete this Section'the final DSCS for scattering 
into the lS state is written, 
a(lS)EX = ~ [--=:£.!.__ .~21..] ~ a 1 exp ( :L n 1 ) 
sin 8 88 
[ ] 
~ 2 
-P2 ClP2 . ~ ·---- ~--~~ a 2 exp ( J_ n 2 ) 
Sin 8 38 
where eqtns. (34 & 24) are used and remembering the new 
normalization of eqtn. (34). 
27. 
( 3 7) 
(38) 
SECTION IV 
THE BASIS SET 
In most studies of the Proton on Hydrogen collision 
problem in the low-energy region (1< Kev) , a basis set 
of molecular eigenfunctions has been used to describe 
the electronic wavefunction. A partial justification 
of this choice of basis"eet is the quasi-molecular 
nature of the system for low collision velocities 
at small internuclear separations. Examples of molecular 
basis set approaches may be seen in the works of Ferguson 
(Ref. 23), Bates & Williams (Ref. 5), Knuds6n & Thorson 
(Ref. 1~) and McCarrol, Piacentini & Salin (Ref. 12). 
The main problem associated with such a basis set 
is, to quote from Bates & McCarroll (Ref. 3) who first 
pointed it out, that though these eigenfunctions 
satisfy the appropriate equation for all internuclear 
separations if the internuclear velocity is zero, they 
do not satisfy it for all velocities of relative motion 
if the internuclear separation is infinite. This problem 
was partly solved by the introduc~ion of certain velocity 
dependen·t terms and much improved theoretical results 
were obtained in the high energy region (see Ferguson 
(Ref. 23)). However Ferguson (Ref. 23) and Gaussorgues 
& Salin (Ref. 15) showed that:. the in trod.uction of t.hesc~ 
velocity dependent terms had a negligible effect on 
the theoretical results obtained for collision energies 
below 1 Kev. They are neglected in this work. 
28. 
if the velocity dependent terms ar.e omitted 
the radial interaction connecting eigenfunctions of 
the same parity and angular momentum projection appears 
(see eqt~ 9) • To allow for any possible excitations 
occuring because of this mechanism I have included 
in my baais set the even parity states, 2Sag, 3Dag 
and ~he odd parity state 3pcr~. The angular interaction 
term also shown in eqtn. (9) connects states whose 
parity is the same but whose angular momentum projections 
differ by 1. To describe any resulting rotational 
excitations the basis set has been extended to include 
the 3Dng, 2pn~ and 3pn~ electronic states also. The 
basis set size was terminated here because preliminary 
results showed that the inclusion of higher states 
had a negljgible effect on the charge exchange 
probability curves. (It will be seen in the next 
section that this termination led to errors in the 
·calculations of excitations of higher states.) 
29. 
The largest basis set used consisted of the following 
functions:-
~1 = l/J(lSag) 
~2 = ljJ(2pau) 
(37) 
~3 -- ~J (Jpau) 
, 
~4 = ·~:,;.(l/J (2pnu.,J + ~~ (2pTru .. ) 1?. I 
1 11s = --(ljJ (3prru+) + 1jJ (3prru_)) 
n 
11s = 1jJ (2Scrg) 
111 = 1)J(3Dcrg) 
1 11a = --(1jJ(3Drrg+) + 1jJ(3Drrg_)) 
n 
where the subscripts + & - apply to the angular momentum 
projection quantum number m = ±1. The summation in the 
rr state basis functions is to satisfy the condition that 
there be no resultant angular momentum about the 
internuclear axis. 
To calculate the quantities required by the time-. 
dependent basis set a numerical technique developed 
by Cayford, Pimple & Unger (Ref. 24) for atomic 
calculations was applied by Cayford, Pimple, Unger & White 
(Ref. 25) to the n! two centre problem. The standard 
method of obtaining the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues 
of the Ht system is to solve for th3 wavefunction 
using a truncated infinite series. Examples of such 
calculations may be seen in Refs. (26,27). The 
electronic wavefunction of the n! syseem is usually 
separated thus, 
1jJ -· L (A) M ( 11) ( exp ( im¢ ) I 1'2 rr") 
30. 
(38) 
where Ar11 and ¢ are the usual confocal elliptic coordinates, 
(ra & rb are the distances from the two respective 
nuclear centres to the electron) . 
. Peek (Ref. 27) using a series expansion has 
determined n! eigenfunctions (eqtn. (38)) to an accuracy 
of 1:10 17 with 20 terms fn ~ and 16 terms in A. 
Computing the value of one of the integrals given in 
eqtns. (9) using such an expansion would require the 
summation of approximately 10 5 analytic integrals. 
Even if an accuracy of 1:10 8 was required the figure 
10 5 would only be red.uced by an order of magnitude. 
Using the numerical technique to be presented in thiR 
section, accuracies of 1:10 8 can be achieved using 
at most 10 3 summations along w:L th a numerical ext:ra-
polatior... 
The functions L & M of eqtn. (38) are solutions of, 
0 ' 
where l < A < oo 
and of, 
31. 
( 39) 
( 4 0) 
( 41) 
32. 
Eauations (40) & (41) are solved subject to the 
. ' 
boundary conditions, 
L(oo) ·- 0 
L(l), M(-1), M(+l) are finite, ( 4 2) 
and to the normalization conditions, 
(4 3a) 
(4 3b) 
(The correct normalization of ¢, namely that, 
(44) 
is corrPcted for at the end of the computation.) To 
remove the singularities which exist in eqtns. (40 & 41) 
due to the terms in m2 , the transformations, 
(4Sa) 
and 
( 45b) 
are made. These lead to the new equatj.ons, 
33. 
[ 
8 2 8 ER 2 A 2 ] (A 2 -l) - + 2 (m+l) A-+ A+ -- + 2RA + m(m+l) £(A.) = 0, 
8A 2 8A 2 
(46a) · 
and , 
0 • 
(46b) 
The method used requires that the functions to be 
solved go to zero at their end points and to this end 
the transformations 
X(A) == (A 2 - l}£(A} (4 7 a} 
and , 
(4'/b} 
are substituted into eqtns. (46} leading to, 
4mA 
ER2A2 l + A+ -
2
- + 2RA + m(m+l} X(A) == 0 ' (48a} 
and 
(48b) 
34, 
As these equations are to be solved numerically 
it is no longer feasible to use the ~ coordinate 
system since it cannot be divided up into a finite 
number of finite mesh spaces. To eliminate this 
problem the ~ space is transformed to another space 
whose limits are finite. When solving eqtn. (38) for 
the case of large internuclear separations, it is 
. 
obvious {:hat computational emphasis should be placed 
on those regions which are close to each nuclear centre. 
To deal with these two abovementioned problems, the 
following coordinate space transformations have been 
devised, 
~ - ( ~ -1 ) I ( 1 +C ( ~ -1 ) ) 
where 0 < ~ < 1/C (4 9a) 
and, 
where -1/ (A-1) < p < 1/ (7-1-1) (4 9b) 
where A & C are constants dealt with later. Thus 
eqtn. (48a) after the substitu·tion of eqtn. (49a) becornes, 
+ ~J1.±.~l.~ + < 1-· 2_s:+ 2c 2l£~_-_4l~Jl±~li.LLl.:fll 
(2~+ (1~2C)~ 2 ) 
Similarly eqtn. {48b) becomes, 
[
p 2 (1+4Ap 2 ) (4p 2 - (/1+4Ap 2 :._lL~j_ ~ 
(11+4Ap~- i) 2 ap 2 
35. 
(50) 
- 2 (m-1) p~~} a 
ap 
2 (4p 2 + (/1+4Ap 2 -- 1) 2 ) -· 8mp(/1+4Ap 2 - 1) + -~---~<-~·-·-----~~~--,·--~---
4p2- (/1+4Ap-z--1) 2 
ER 2 (/1+4Ap 2 - 1) 2 ] 
- ~-----~~-~--- ·- A - m (m+ 1) Y ( p) == 
8p2 
The boundary conditions (42) are no~ given by, 
X (0), X (1/C) I y (-1/ (A-1)) I y (1/ (A-·1) = 0 
and the normalization conditions (43) are, 
and 
~~.1-~~·~-· ds -· 1 
(l~c~) 2 
0 . (51) 
(52) 
( 5 3a) 
( 5 3b) 
Equations (50-53) are now translated to finite 
difference formo The whole ~ space is divided up 
by a mesh of N-1 evenly spaced mesh points giving the 
interval between points, h 1 = 1/CN. A similar treatment 
of the p space leads to a mesh spacing h 2 = 2/((A-l)N). 
The following notation will be used, 
~k = kh 1 ' k = 0' 1 I • • • I N 
Pk = ··1/(A-1) + kh2 k = O, 1, ••• , N 
A first order approximation to the derivatives in 
eqtns. (50,51) is used. As examples of this approximation 
derivatives of the function X at the mesh point k are 
presented, 
and 
dX 
.d~ ~k 
The integrals (eqtns. 53) are approximated by trapezoidal 
rule which ,is entirely consistent with tb.e :first orde:~r 
36. 
(54) 
(55a) 
(55b) 
approximations of the derivatives. 
To illustrate the finite difference form, eqtns. 
(50,52,53) are put into this form. Thus, at each 
internal mesh point in ~ we have the following set 
of equations, 
[
- 2k(2+(1-2C)khd.(l-Ckhd 2 +A+ m(m+l) + ER 2 (1+ (l-c)khd 2 
hl 2(1-Ckh1) 2 
+ ~~(1+(1-c)khl) (l~Ckh,)-~j2~1+(1-2C)k2~.Cl_<1-~] X 
L h1 
k = 1, ••. , N-1 ( 5C j 
This is a set of N-1 equations in the unknowns Xk(k = 0,1, .•. ,N) 
and also the energy E and separa~ion constant A. A similar 
set of equations in the unknowns Yk(k = p1 l, •.. 1 N) 1 E & A 
may be written using eqtn. (51). The normalization 
conditions become, 
(57 a) 
and, 
38. 
X 
0 , . ( 5 7b) 
where B = 1/(A-1) 
It should be noted that the trapezoidal approximations 
given above are strictly correct only if the integrands go 
to zero at the end points. Though the X's & Y's have been 
constrained to go to zero at thei~ end points the 
integrands represented in eqtns. (57) in fact do not. 
Thus knowledge of the end point values of the integrands 
is required and since this is not forthcoming from the 
equations, we usually take a Taylor expansion about a 
known point to get a first order approximation to the 
end point values. Such a procedure has the effect 
of adjusting the coefficients of the extreme Yk's & Xk's 
in eqtns. (57) but since this would cloud the presentation 
unnecessarily it is here omitted. 
The boundary conditions (52) become finally, 
X := XN ::: 0 0 
and 
y = YN = 0 0 
giving ~he wholE finite difference system 2N+4 equations 
(58) 
in as many unknowns. The solution of the system is 
started by substituting eqtns. (58) into eqtns. (56) 
and the corresponding equations in the Y's, for 
k = 1 and k = N-1. This eliminates the unknowns 
X0 , XN' Y0 & YN and reduces the order of the system 
of unknowns and equations to 2N. 
Before introducing a Newton-Raphson algorithm 
for solving the system, it is most convenient to 
alter the notation slightly. It is desirable to 
think of all the unknowns, the Xk' Yk' E and A on equal 
foot:f.ng. With this goal in mind we make the following 
definitions, 
k = 1, n - 1, 
= E 
We note in passing that the definition (59) (k = 1) 
has nothing whatsoever to do with the boundary condition 
(58)~ X~ (of (58)) has been discarded from the list 
of unknowns and we are merely reuning the· symbol in place 
of Y1 .. 
Now that we have all the unknowns notationally 
on the same foot . .Lng, we simply number t1Hc3 c:qua tions 1 
to 2N, first taking (56) , N·~·l) r then t:he 
corresponding Y eqtns, (k = 1, ••. , N-1) and finally 
(57a) and (57b). In the 1~ev:i.sed not.ation this syE::t:ern 
39. 
(59) 
( 60) 
can be represented formally as 
k = }_, • • . , 2N, 
where each fk corresponds to one of the above mentioned 
equations . 
. The equations (61) are a set of nonlinear algebraic 
equations, and, starting with an initial guessed 
solution, can be solved by means of a generalized Newton-
40. 
( 61) 
Raphson iterative method (Ref. 24). IJet x(n) = (Xl(n) I x(n)) 2N 
be a vector whose components are the values of the 
unknowns in (61) at the nth iteration, and also define 
F(n) = (f 1 (x(n)), ••. f 2N(X(n))). Then at the (n+l)th 
iteration the solutiqn vector is given in terms of values 
at the nth iteration by, 
R(n+l) = x<n) _ (J(n))-1 :F(n) 
where J is a Jacobian matrix, the elements of which are, 
The iteration (62) lB repeated until 
(I r ( -c(n) I max :r· 1 X ) 1 " •• I -· (n) I , f 2N(X ) ) ~tolerance, 
since when F(n) = 0 the system of finite-difference 
equations is so~.ved exactly. A very efficient algorithm, 
(62) 
( 63) 
(64) 
has been developed for the rapid solution of (62). 
The algorithm, which has been described in a previous 
paper Ref. (24), is based on the sparse and near-
tridiagonal properties of the Jacobian matrix. 
It remains to rletermine a starting vector X(O) 
for the algorithm. We have found that the procedure 
wilL easily converge from the poorest of starting 
solutions but probably the simplest to generate and apply 
--"---~ ' . 
ar united 1atom wavefuncfions. Once a solution has 
R it is a simple matter 
to use that solution as a starting solution for another 
nearby value of R. In this way it is possible to 
quickly obtain the wavefunctions for many values 
of R. 
In these calculations the mesh point distribution 
has quite a bearing on the accuracy of the final result 
and we have found that the distribution should 
emphasise that region of the wavcfunction which has 
the greatest contribution. This smphasis is obtained 
by varying the constants A & c in the coordinate 
transformations (49) • The operators required for 
integral calculations in eqtns. l9) are given in 
confocal elliptic coordinates by, 
~.]!_ = d ~:, ~~-L H + 
dR 3:\ (:\ 2 ·-)1 2 ) 
r)!~.:~:lL 2M + ~I.'. M + L <3l\'1 
(:X. 2 -]J 2 ) dlJ 3R 3R 
where ~ = I·(f..)M(\1) (note that the ¢ part of ~ does not 
depend on ~ at all) and, 
41. 
(65) 
d 
cos¢ + 
dlJ 
+A~x 
(A.2_ 11 2) 
Some of the above operators involve derivatives 
of the wavefunction with respect to the internuclear 
separation R. These are calculated numerically by 
evaluating the wavefunction at R and then at R + ~R 
leading to a computation of the derivative using 
eqtn. (55a). All integrals are computed using the 
trapezoidal approximation including any end-point 
corrections which may be necessary. 
One can improve the acburacy by taking more mesh 
point~:;, but roundoff error increases with the number 
of mesh points. Instead we make an extrapolation to 
the h 1 = h 2 = 0 limit based on a number of calculations 
at different finite sizes of h 1 & h 2 • This technique 
is known as the Richardson extrapolation procedure 
(Ref. 28). Let Q be a quantity like the electronic 
energy E, sAparation constant A or matrix element of 
some operator which depends on a finite difference 
solution. Then,if h 1 is a function of h2, the procedure 
assumes that Q is a continuous function of the mesh 
spacing h 1 and Q is expanded in a Taylor Series about 
the point h 1 = 0. However, since inverting the 
coordinate system, corresponding to h 1 + -h 1 , cannot 
change t:he .~~esult:l.n9 value of Q r we can omit. all 
terms cont~ining odd powers of h 1 • 
42. 
(66) 
Thus, 
where a1 is the h 1 + o limit of Q, and hence given the 
Q's corresponding to several different h 1 's it is 
poss.ible to g·et a 1 to a high degree of accuracy. 
Results of such extrapolations may be seen in Refs. (24, 
25) • 
In computing the present basis set three different 
mesh spacings have been used corresponding to N-1 = 120, 
140, 160 and the eight basis functions required (37) were 
obtained at 66 different internuclear separations from 
.05 A.U. to 40 A.u •. At each of these internuclear 
separations all electronic energies and integrals 
were computed using the' three different mesh spacings 
and all quantities were e~trapolated according to 
eqtn. (67). During the calculation of the time evolution 
of the electronic wavefunction, values of the various 
integrals and electronic energies are required at 
intermediate values of the internuclear separation R, 
and to fill these gaps least square fit polynomials. 
as functions of R were calculated for each of the energies 
& integrals. The values drawn from the resultant 
polynomials are never in error by more than 1:10 4 • 
Much of this wor~ may be seen graphically represented 
in Appendix (II) . 
43. 
( 67) 
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SEC'riON V 
PRESEN'rATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The main point of this work is to present and 
justify the Self Consistent Trajectory method of 
describing the nuclear motion in Proton on Hydrogen 
collj.sions of low energy anil. moderate to large 
scattering angles. Unfortunately there is very little 
experimental information 'in this region and in fact 
the lowest energy results of Helbig & Everhart (Ref. 1) 
have very large angular resolution errors associated 
with them. Consequently three identical calculations 
of charge exchange probability in the range 10° < e < 18° 
for an energy of 151 e.v. have been carried out using 
eqtns. (9, 34, 37). The only difference between the 
calculations is in the treatment of the nuclear mot:ion 
which, in this range of E & e, is the essential difference 
between the I.P.A. inherent in the work of McCarroll 
& Piacen·t.ini (Ref. 29), the common trajectory 
technique of Gaussorgues et. al. (Ref. 18) and the 
self consistent trajectory (S.C.T,) technique presented 
here. Thus the electronic wavefunction (described by 
three st~tes lScrg, 2pcr~ & 2pn~) was solved in the 
Time Dependent formalism subject to: 1) a straight 
line trajectory, 2) a trajectory determined only by 
the nuclear~·nuclear ~epulsive fo:cce;,; r and 3) a. r>elf··· 
consistent trajectory. The results are presented 
in Fig. I. The differences bet-v1een '!J;e va:cionn appronches 
are quite apparent and the only valid comparison that 
may be drawn is between the 2p'ITJ.l probability amplitudes 
obtained from 2) & 3) which are approaching each other 
as p diminishes. This is as expected since the forces 
giving rise to the s.c.T. are largely nuclear-nuclear 
for·very small p. The results of Fig. I, along with 
similar results published in the paper of Gaussorgues 
et. al (Ref. 18), serve·to illustrate the fact that, 
at low energies and moderate to large scattering angles, 
a ti~e-depcndent potential is required to describe 
the nuclear motion. 
Another interesting result of this research is 
presented in Fig. II and shows the effect of the 
inclusion of higher states in the basis set. It was 
found that at an energy of lkev the radial excitation 
of the gerard states 2sag & 3Dag had a significant 
effect on the probability of charge exchange curve. 
s.c.T. calculations using three state, f.:i.ve state and 
seven state (as in Fig. II) expansions were carried 
out and they show that higher states do have an 
importan·t contributi -::>n at an energy of 1 kev. In the 
range of scattering angle studied closer agreement 
between the three state S.C.T. calculation and the 
three state calculation of Gaussorgues e~ al. should 
have been obtained and the discrepancy is unaccounted 
for. However, the seven state calculatJ.on is in 
excellent accord vJith experimc~nt, wi t.h ·U"w p1·obability 
of exchange curve having slightly higher values than 
the experi~ental points for e > 4°, as would be expected 
45. 
dv' to the experimental angular resolution errors 
involved. In preliminary investigations I found that 
the states 3Sag, 4fa~ were barely excited through 
radial interactions in collisions of up to 1 kev and 
this led to the final basis set as noted in eqtns. (37). 
Typical low energy (151, 250 e.v.) results are 
given in Figs. III & IV (prob. of charge exchange 
v scatte~ing angle) and in Figs. VII & VIII (reduced 
DSCS's v scattering angle), however the experimental 
data does not extend to large enough scattering angles 
for comparison to be made. Good agreement with the 
results of McCarroll et. al. (Ref. 29) is obtained, 
even at very small scattering angles. But this small 
angle accuracy is not experienced in inelastic 
calculations using the s.c.T. ·method. 
Fig. IX shows the reduced DSCS's obtained for an 
incident energy of 700 e.v., where the discrepancy 
46. 
between this work and that of Gausscrgues et. al. (Ref. 18) 
in describing the small angle behaviour of the reduced 
DSCS for direct or exchange scattering into the 2p±l 
state, should be noted. This error is due to the single 
classical trajectory assumption inherent in the S.C.'I'. 
method. The Proton on Hydrogen collision problem, 
including inelastic processes is a multichannel problem 
and the use of the s.c.T. method is equivalent to 
forcing each of these channels along a common traject.ory. 
However the single trajectory approximation becomes more 
acceptable for :L.arger energies and larger scattering· angler:; 
where the trajectories associated with each channel 
approach the self-consistent trajectory. Thus the 
I 
single trajectory assumption creates a lower limit for 
the applicability of the s.c.T. method which is about 
v. deg. In Figs. (VII - X) the limiting 
points where the inelastic DSCS's predicted in this 
wor~ become inaccurate are marked by a vertical sla~hed 
line. This lower limit applies to inelastic calculations 
only whereas the elastic phases (which lead mainly to 
the charge exchange probability curves) are predicted 
quite accurately for all e justifying further the 
approximation of eqtn. (21). 
Some higher energy (700 e.v., 1000 e.v.) seven 
state calculations are presented in Figs. V & VI 
and the discrepancies between this work and that of 
Gaussorgues has been shown to be due to the inadequacy 
of their basis set. It should be noted that the 
experiment.al points given in Fig. IX are scaled to 
the results of Gaussorgues et. al.. (Ref. 18) and not 
to the results of this work. Scaling in such logarithmic 
presentations would result in all of the experimental 
points b8ing displaced by the same amount. The results 
of Chidichimo~Frank & Piacent:in:L kef. (13) were cal~ulated 
using the Eikonal approximation developed by McCarroll 
& Salin Ref. (11) and a five state molecular expansion 
(lSag, 2pa~, 2p~~, 3pav, 3prr~J coupled using exact 
matrix elements of <~ IL 1~ > (see eqtn. 9). Some 
m y n 
of their results are reproduced in Fig. X along 
with inelastic results calculated by Gaussorgues & Salin 
47. 
48. 
using an atomic expansion and the above mentioned 
Eikonal approximation. 
Before elaborating further on Fig. X some difficulties 
associated with the higher energy studies of this 
work are discussed. In solutions of equations such 
as the Time-Dependent Schrodinger equation, it is obvious 
tha~ any numerical integration may be terminated only 
when the result obtained is tending toward some limit. 
The integration in this work (see App. I) was taken 
to 20 A.U. and, when using a three state expansion, 
convergence was easily obtained within this limit. 
However it was found that when higher states were 
included such convergence could never be reached, and 
the higher state coefficients continued to vary. This 
very point is noted by Rosenthal (Ref. 14) who attributes 
these variations to the physically spurious limits 
(for largeR) of the matrix elements of eqtn. 9. (see 
App. II for matrix elements). Essentially, the coupling 
introduced by thB radial matrix elements does not go 
to zero as R + oo, and this effect gives rise to problems 
in calculating higher state excitation probabilities 
in tbis work. These problems are eliminated in Bate's 
and McCarroll's work (Ref. 3) with the introduction of 
other difficulties. 
However, despite this problem, after integration 
to 20 A. U. the lScrg, 2pcrp, 2p1TJ1 state occupancies did 
not vary by more than 1%, while the 3pcrv state occupancy 
varifxl abont a me,':Ul by around 20%, cJJ.d conr:;equently these 
:r~c:::Bult.s arc present.ed in Fi,:r. X wit.h appropr iat.e error bars. 
' ·-
49. 
(Note here that though the 28 hydrogenic state is 
strictly formed as a linear combination of the 2Scrg 
I 
& 3p0lJ molecular states, the occupancy of the 2Scrg 
state in these calculations, apart from the fact that 
it varied greatly at "convergence", is so small that 
it does not affect the result presented for scattering 
int~ the 28 state of Hydrogen (beyond the error bare) • 
Consequently this work's predictions of the direct & 
exchange DSC8's for scattering into the 2S state, are 
equal) • 
This work's agreement with the DSC8 for direct 
scattering into the 28 state of Hydrogen as calculated 
by Gaussorgues & Salin (Ref. 15) is apparent (Fig. X). 
The basic theoretical difference between the work 
of Gaussorgues & Salin and that of Chidichimo-Frank 
& Piacentini (Ref. 13) ~s that Gaussorgues et. al. 
have included radial cou~ling elements in their calculations. 
One major reason for this work's agreement with that of 
Gaussorgues e~ al. is that radial coupling elemenfs 
have been included here. 
It therefore appears that the neglect of velocity 
dependen~ translation factors and radial coupling elements 
is a mistake and that best results will be obtained by 
using a reasonably large basis set and translation 
factors. In this work it has been shown that the use of 
a large basis s~t and radial coupling eJ.ements has led 
to improved agreement: with expE~riment. and it is an 
obvious extrapolation of this result to state thnt near 
perfect agreement could be obtained with a very large 
• 
basis set. However the inclusion of translation factors 
would give equivalent agreement when coupled with a much 
smaller basis set because of the consequent elimination 
of convergence problems. 
In this work it appears that the major effect of 
the.inclusion of the 2Sag & 3Dag states is to slightly 
alter the classical phase of the lSag state (specified 
by both its coefficient, a 1 (eqtn. 2.) and n1 (eqtn. 15)) 
by coupling through the radial elements. This coupling 
is what leads, in the main, to the final agreement with 
experiment. 
so. 
As a partial check on the accuracy of these calculations, 
it is interesting to note that the numerical value of 
the DSCS's obtained in this work agree with those of 
Gaussorgues et. al (Ref. 18) and hence no scaling factor 
was required for Fig. IX. Because oi this agreement 
all other theoretical & experimental values have been 
normalized to this work's J:esul ts (except in F'ig. IX) 
at a point where the two approaches could be expected 
to concur. 
51. 
FIGURE I 
The curves A represent probability of charge 
exchang~ v impact parameter p using; 
__ ___._ straight line traject:.)ry approx. (I.P.A.), 
------ 1/R nuclear-nucle~r forces only to determine 
nuclear trajectory, and, 
the self-consistent trajectory method. All 
of these probabilities vwre computed using eqtn (37). 
The curves B represent the probability of excitation 
of the 2p1TJ1 state v impact. parameter p, where the leg21l.Ei1d 
noted above still applies. This probability is strictly 
a probability amplitude which is given by, 
P -- la2p1T1JI2 
The vertical bar in this figure is repeated on 
Fig. III and the bars denote the corresponding point 
in p "& e space. 
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53 •. 
FIGURE II 
All points are probability of charge exchange 
values v the laboratory scattering angle e. 
----- three state (lSog f 2p0)1 I 2pTI)l) calculation 
of Gaussorgues et. al. (Ref. 18). 
The full curves A, B, & C were al~ obtained 
using the S.C.T. method presented in this work, 
and they result from 3 state (lSog, 2po)l, 2pTI)l), 
5 state (lSog, 2po)l, 2pn)l, 3po)l, 3pn)l) and 7 state 
(lSog, 2po)l, 2pn)l, 3p0)1, 3pn)l, 2Sog, 3Dog) calcu-
lations respectively. 
The experimental points x were obtained by 
Hauver et. al. (Ref. 2) and have an angular resol-
ution of .2°. 
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FIGURE III 
Probability of charge exchange v lab scattering 
angle e for incident energy E = 151 e.v •• 
-----------This work, a three state (lScrg, 2pcr~, 2pcr~) 
calculation using the self-consistent trajectory 
technique • 
. x Experimental points of Helbig & Everhart (Ref. 1) 
whose angular resolutions are 1.2°. The vertical 
bar is repeated at the same point on Fig. I to allow 
for comparison between figures. 
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FIGURE IV 
Probability of charge exchange v lab. scattering 
angle 8 for incident energy E = 250 e.v •• 
------ a three state (lscrg, 2pcr~, 2prr~) calculation 
of McCarroll et. al. (Ref. 29) usin0 the Eikonal approx-
imation (Ref. 11). 
This work, also a three state calculation, 
using the S.C.T. technique. 
x ExperimGntal results of Houver et. al. (Ref. 2) angular 
resolution: .4°. 
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FIGURE V 
Probability of charge exch~nge v lab. scattering angle 
e for an incident energy E = 700 e.v •• 
------ a _three state (lScrg, 2pcrlJ, 2p1TlJ) calculation 
of Gaussorgues et. al. (Ref. 18). 
B This work, a seven state (lScrg, 2pcrlJ, 2p1TlJ, 3pcrlJ, 
3p1TlJ, 2scrg, 3Dcrg) calculation, using the S.C.T. technique. 
A This work, a three state (lScrg, 2pcrlJ, 2p1TlJ) 
calculation, using the s.c.T. technique. 
x Experimental points of Hauver et. al. (Ref. 2), 
angular resolution= .07°. 
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FIGURE VI 
Probability of charge exchange v lab. scattering 
angle 8 for an incident energy E = 1 Kev. 
------ a three state calculation (lSog, 2pO]l, 2pTr]l) 
of Gaussorgues et. al. (Bef. 18). 
This work, a seven state (lSog, 2po]l, 2pTr]l, 
3pO]l, 3pTr]l, 2Scrg, 3Dog) calculation, using the s.c.T. 
technique. 
x,o Experilnental results of Houver et. al. (Ref. 2)' 
angular resolution: x .07° 
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FIGURE VII 
Reduced DSCS (8 2 ~~ degrees1.A.U.) v lab. scatt·-
ering angle 8 for incident energy E = 151 e.v •• All 
curves are calculated for this figure as for Fig. III. 
A: Total reduced DSCS for exchange, 
~ (2p±l) l 
anEx 
B: Reduced DSCS for direct scattering into the lS 
hydrogenic state. 
C: Reduced DSCS for direct or exchange inelastic 
scattering into the 2p±l hydrogenic state. 
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FIGURE VIII 
Reduced DSCS's v lab. scattering angle 8 for 
an incident energy E = 250 e.v .• 
~·~ork due to McCarroll et. al. (Ref. 29) • 
T~1is work. 
x,o Experimental results of Hauver et. al. (Ref. 2) • 
For other details the (!j' of Fig. IV. The see leg,nd 
c;urves A, B & c have the same labelling as in Fig. VII. 
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FIGURE IX 
.Reduced DSCS's v lab. scattering angle e for an 
incident energy E = 700 e.v •. 
Work due to Gaussorgues et. al. (Ref. 18). 
This work (seven states) . 
e ,o,x Experimental work of Houver et. al. (Ref. 2). 
For other details see the leg~~d of Fig V. The 
curves A, B, & C have the same labelling as in Fig. VII. 
It should be noted that three state calculations 
(using the s.c.T. method) of the DSCS's are in closer 
agreement with the appropriate resu~ts of Gaussorgues 
et. al.j but they are not presented here for the sake 
of clarity. 
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FIGURE X 
DSCS's lab. scattering .angle 8 for an incident 
energy E = 1 Kev. 
Work of Chidichimo-Frank et. al. (Ref. 13) 
using a 5 state (lScrg, 2pcrv, 2pnv, 3pcrv, 3pnv) 
expansion coupled with the Eikonal approx. (Ref. 11). 
------ Work of Gaussorgues & Salin (Ref. 15) 
using an atomic basis set and also coupled with the 
Eikonal approx. (Ref. 11). 
This work, as in Fig. VI. 
x,~ Experimental results of Hauver et. al. The 
' 
curves are all direct DSCS's and A,B & C correspond 
to scattering into the 18, 2p±l & 28 states of 
Hydrogen respectively. 
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CONCLUSION 
In this work it has been shown that the self-
consistent trajectory method is a useful and viable 
method for describing small energy, large scattering 
angle proton on hydrogen collisions. However more 
experimental data is required to completely assess 
its accuracy. 
The inclusion of higher state geratdefunctions 
in the molecular basis set has been shown to have a 
significant effect on the results for collision 
energies as low as 700 e.v •• However, the neglect of 
velocity dependent terms in the basis set has caused 
spurious excitations of some higher states which in 
turn leads to inaccurate inelastic cross-sections. 
Some effort must be made to ensure that the excitations 
caused by the radial coupling elements go to zero as 
the accelerations of the colliding nuclei go to zero. 
A collegue of the writer has extended the 
algorithm presented in section IV to deal with single 
configuration H2 (Ref. (31) and these calculations 
are presc·ntly being further extended ·to include multi-
configuration and electron correlation ef~ects. The 
basis functions obtained for these systems, coupled 
with the methods presented in this work, will enable 
a.t:.om·-atorn collisions to be a.cuura. tely described. 
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APPENDIX I 
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS 
The following consists of a general discussion 
regarding some of the more technical details involved 
in obtaining the results. 
The basis set was evaluated at the following 
internuclear separations: . 
.R - • 05 + . 5 b.R == .05 
R == . 5 + 2 b.R - .1 
R = 2 + 5 
' 
b.R - .25 
R ::::: 5 + 10 , b.R -· • 5 
R = 10 + 20 
' 
b.R = 1 
R _, 20 + 40 
' 
b.E = 2 
where A.U. are the units involved. At each of these. 
internuclear separations the basis set was ev~luated 
for N ~= 120, 140, 160, where N is the number of mesh 
points in each dimension of the wavefunction. 
The radial and angular integrals were evaluated 
at each in.ternuclear l.'lepa.ration three times using 
the three different basis sets corresponding to 
N = 120, 140, 160, and the results were then 
extrapolated using tho technique discussed in section IV. 
AccurHcies for the resulting eigenenergies and integrals 
ranged from 1 part in 10 5 to 1 part in 10 8 • 
To enable evaluation of the various integrals 
and eigenergies at intermediate values of the internuclear 
separation, some sort of interpolating procedure is 
required and consequently a least squares (LSQ) fit 
technique has been used • 
• If it is assumed that these quantities are continuous 
functions of R then it is possible to state that, 
to some degree of accuracy, where the a. are unknown 
J_ 
coefficients and where Y(R) represents an approximation 
to the functional dependence of an integral or eigenenergy 
on R. If Y., i = 1, N represents a set of exact 
J_ 
solutions to Y(R) at the points R., i = 1, N, then 
l 
the least-square criterion may be written, 
N 
s = I (Y. - y. I ) 2 
i=l J. J_ 
where theY. 1 are given by (1) after substitution of the 
l. 
R., i = 1, N, and where S is to be minimized. J_ 
The way in which this is carried out is to 
differentiate (2) with respect to each of the a., i - O,M, 
J. 
and set each differential to zero. Thus a set of M+l 
equa~ions in M+l unknowns is obtained, 
7 4, 
(1) 
(2) 
+ \RMi+l \R y L am = L. i i 
• • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • e o • • • e e • • e • • • • • • • • • e • • • 
\ M \ M+l LR. a + LR. a 1 1. 0 1. 
N 
+ ••• + \R2M a == L i m \R~. L 1. 1. 
and here L implies i,g1 • ThP.se equations are simultaneous 
and may be solved by any standard sub-program. The 
accuracy of the resultin~ polynomial may be easily 
checked by resubstitution of the Ri. At no stage are 
polynomials of greater order than M = 10 required and 
the resulting accuracy is never worse than 1 part in 
10'+. 
Due to the variations in the integrals and eigen-
ene~gies with R, it was decided to evaluate the LSQ 
polynomials over discrete ranges of R. Consequently 
three polynomials were comput.ed for each integral and 
eigenenergy, and these give accurdte values in the rangesi 
.05 < R < .5, .5 < R < 10, 10 < R < 40 respectively, 
where A.U. are used. 
Graphical representations of all eigenenergies 
and integrals are presented in App. II along with the 
LSQ polyr .• om.ials. 
Equations (9) were integrated numerically from 
their starting solutions (eqtns. 5) using the standard 
t"h 4 · order Runge-Kutta method. The integrations were 
taken from an internuclear separation R of about 20 A.D. 
(approximately m) out to 20 A.U., in about 1500 equally 
spaced time points. These parameters were varied so that 
75. 
(3) 
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' 
the final results obtained (excluding the higher 
••'' 
state results as previously discussed) did not change 
by more than 1%. The trajectory along which the electronic 
wavefunction was solved, was divided into 3000 points 
equally spaced in time. At each of these points in 
space the appropriate polynomials are evaluated to 
gjva the values of the integrals and eigenergies of the 
contributing stat.es. A larg·e saving in computer time 
would occur if an integr~tion technique giving emphasis 
to the region of closest approach was employed. 
The results for each energy come from solutions 
of the electronic wavefunction corresponding to about 
60 different values of the impact parameter p. These 
values are chosen to .give the smooth curves in the 
Figs. (I-X) . 
In the calculations of the scattering amplitudes 
()pi 
given in eqtn. ( 34) it is necessary to know pi & ae 
as functions of the scattering angle 8, for each 6f 
the contributing electronic states (i = 1, ••. N). 
This functional dependence is also obtained by fitting 
a LSQ polynomial through a number (about 50) of 
previously calculated points. Th0se points are calculated 
by setting the initial conditions (impact parameter p 
and incident energy E), subjecting the system to a potential 
caused by the electronic state in question, numeiically 
integrating to a large internuclear sepaxation, and 
hence obtaining a scattering angle 8. 
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APPENDIX II 
~~_RE~~SE~T_l\_~.§__2!_~~~__!~]~ 
THE LSQ J?pLYNO~. 
The following two figures show the variations of 
the.radial and angular integrals as functions of R, the 
internuclear separation. These values are required for 
the solution of eqtns. (9). 
The numerical values for Figs. (XI-XIII) were 
obtained by evaluating the LSQ polynomials presented in 
Tables (I-III) respectively. 
To use the LSQ polynomials to evaluate any integral 
or eigenenergy at a particular R, the coefficient 
indicated by the label 1 is the constant term in the 
expansion, whilst the succeeding numbers labelled by 2+11 
are the coefficients corresponding to powers of R 1+10 
respec·ti vely. 
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F'IGURE XI 
Radial Integrals: 
A, d <lSag l--j2Sag> 
dR 
B, <2prr1JI..£_l3prr1J> 
dR 
c, d <2pa1JJ-I3pa1J> 
dR 
D, <lSag J2-j3Dag> 
dR 
E, d <2Sag l-~j3Dag> 
dR 
Note: the above are the only non-zero radial integrals 
formed between the states of the maximum sized basis 
set mentioned previously. 
A 
FIG. X[ 
RADIAL , 
INTEGRALS 
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FIGURE XII 
Angular Integrals: 
A, <2pn~jLyj2po~> 
B, <3pn~jLyj2po~> 
C, <1SogjLyi3Dng> 
D, <2Sog!Lyj3Dng> 
E, <2pn~ILyl3pop> 
F, <3pn~jLyj3po~> 
G, <3Dng!Lyj3Dog> 
Note: the above are the only non-zero angular inte-
grals formed between the states of the maximum sized 
basis set mentioned previously. 
-0.1 
FIG. XIT 
ANGULAR 
INTEGRALS 
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FIGURE XIII 
Ht energy eigenvalues: 
(Only the electronic energy is graphed.) 
A, lSog 
B, 2prr]..l 
c, 2Sog 
D, 3prr]..l 
E, 2pO]..l 
F, 3Drrg 
G, 3pO]..l 
H, 3Dog 
-0.6 
1 2 
FIG. XliT 
ENERGY 
EIGENVALUES 
R ( A.U.) 4 7 
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4 * -.167335E-02 -.113739E-02 .5323~3E-03 -.623615E-02 -.177483E-02 * 
5 -:: 
.116217[-03 .803093E-04 -.372392E-04 .41D326E-03 • 125421 E-03 ,., 
6 * -.547608E-05 -.372160E-05 .174902E-05 -.1S7439E-04 -.594833E-05 * 
7 -:: • 177270E-06 • 114130E-06 -.561497E-07 .556319E-06 .192903E-06 ,., 
8 * -.33224~E-o8 -.228°45E-03 .121987E-o8 -.106~65E-07 -.423641E-03 * 
9 * .55 780E-JO .236j51E-10 -.171802E-10 .124041E-09 .G03853E-10 * 
10 * -.463479E-12 -.201976E-12 .14J9h~E-12 -.77977RE-12 -.504796E-12 * 11 ,., 
• 172351:::-14 .600949E-15 -.521990E-15 .183215:0:-14 .127988E-14 .;, 
* ... ·:--:: ~·:: -:: .... ·~.-:: -.·: -.·: ... ·: .... : ;':* ..... ·:-.·: ... ·: ...... ... ·: ... ·: -.·: ... ·.-.·: -:: ..... ......... : -:: ... ·: ..... ..., •• ... ·: ..... -..·:: -.·: ... ·:~.:: ;': -,': -.·: ·:: -:-: -,': ... ·: -.·: ..... ... ·::·:~·:: ..... -:·: -,': -.·: -:: .... ·:-.·: ·:: -,·: -.·: ·:: -.·:-.': -..·: -,': ..... -;.': .... '::--:: -;': 
-·- ··-
-.·: IilTERtlUCLEM SEP,'\R.'l.TTOil R= 0.50 A.U. TO 10.00 ~~.U. -.·:: 
;'::0.:::"".':":.': -:: ~·:-.·: ... ·: -..·: ... ·:--..·:-.': -.·:-.·~- ... ·: ... ·:-.·:-.': •.': ... ·: ·:: ~·:-,': -...·::-.·: ... ·:-,·: .. ::-.·: ... ·:-.·: ... ·: ... ·: ... ·: -::-.·: ... ·:-:: -.·: ... ·:-;': -.·::··:: ... ·:-.·:·.': ... ·:-::-.·: .... ·:: -.·: ..... ... • • ...,-: ... ·: ... ·: ... ':--·::-.·: -.·:-.':-,·: ... ': -.·: ..... ... ·::-:: .... '( 
1 .;, 
.131702E+OO -.G72335E-02 .222916& 00 .D63263E-02 .598761 E-02 -:: 
2 ,., 
.249295&00 .164582E+OO -.1154368-01 -.21+9055E-01 -.528169E-01 * 
3 '~ -.366194& 00 -.109142E+OO .120355E+ 01 .951713E-01 • 564640E-0 1 ,., 
4 .;, 
.256777E+OO .419659E-01 -.513519E+OO -.908225E-01 -.48719CE-01 * 
5 * -.108719E+OO -.105361E-01 .G95188E-01 .537802F.-01 .259916E-01 -:: 
6 -:: 
.296660[-01 .17610'3E-02 .493088E-02 -.186266E-01 -.817477E-02 * 
7 * -.532375E-02 -.192613E-03 -.516376E-02 .387650E-02 .157103E-02 * 
3 "' .623755E-03 • 130170E-04 .101013E-02 -.496082E-03 -.187809E-G3 -:: 9 * -.458799E-04 -.463460E-06 -.933486E-04 .384036E-04 .136750E-04 '~ 
10 * .192129E-05 .Lf74976E-08 .493399E-05 -.165455E-05 -.5564R9E-06 * 
il * -.349195E-07 .116716E-09 -.102039E-06 .305095E-07 .9720 10E-08 ,., 
·.:: ... ·:-.:: .. ':* ... ·:-.·: .. ·:-,': .. ·: .... ·:-::-.·: ... ·:-.·:-.·:-:: .. ·: ... ·:";.':;':-,':* ... ·:-.':** .. ':i:-;': ... ·~·:-.';'".':-..,':-.':-,': .... ·:·::-::;,':-.':-.':-,':-.':-::-_·: ... ·:·.::-:: ... ·:-;":.._· • ..,·.-.: ... ·:-.•:-::-.·: .. ·:-,.·: ... ·: .... ·:-:.':*-.': ... ·: ... ·: 
* !ilTERt!lJCLEA~ SEPARATIOII R= 0.05 A.U. TO 0.50 A.U. 
-~ -:r::...-:-.·:...,·:-:r ·.': .._·:-.·:-.·: -;':"'.':;':-,•:-:: ...,·:-.·: ... ":":.': ... ·:-.':"'.':":.':":.·: ... ·: -.·:--::-.·:-.·:-.·:: ... ·::-.·:.._': ·.':-,·:- ... ·: .._·: .._•:-..•:: .._·:-.':·:: ... ·:-,':-.·: .._·:-,·: ..._·:.._·~-:: ... ·: ... ·: -!::-.":"".':-::-.·: ... ·: -..·: ... ·: ... ·: ... ·:-.':-.':"".':-.·:-.': 
~ -.502550E-01 -.529426E-03 -.184894E-03 -.731543E-06 -.337676E-OS * 
2 * .21+2323E+01 • 135300E+OO -.236385E+OO .204130E-01 -.235460E-01 * 
3 * -.184218E+02 -.158244E+OO -.124098E+OO -.241049E-03 -.152599E-02 * 
4 ··-.. • 119064E+03 • 11 0859E+01 .9Lf83628- 00 .217185E-01 .246079E-01 * 
5 .;, -.553684&03 -.588G34E+01 -.4439128-01 -.483877E-Ol -.815418E-01 * 
6 '~ • 168697E+0Lf • 186450E+02 • 135327E+02 .889733E-01 .193014E+OO ,., 
7 1: -.307064[+04 -.3Lf7721&02 -.225260E+02 -.112823&00 -.237503E+OO ,., 
8 -:: 
.247715E+O!f .3017008-02 • 114408E+02 .538963E-Ot -.911444E-01 * 
9 * .131307E+04 .934551[+01 .2651ltLfE+02 .899593E-01 .780278E+OO '~ 
1o .;, -.4a?ni8F+glf -.41ll~i1~+oz -.4"iozot+o2 -.J~f1ilf%+o7 -. 4~l;~ni~+g 6 .;, 1 * .2 1 7E+ 4 .24 5 3 + oz .25 725 +02 ·" 2 2 -o • 2 + * 
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-!: 
I NTERtlUCLEAtz SEPARATJO!l R=10.00 fl.ll. TO 40.00 A.U. -:. 
* 
* :.::--:: -:: -::-..': -:: --::-:: -:: -..·: -::-:: -.·: *-..': -:: -.."::-.': -:: ...:.--:: -.·: -.:: ·::: -;': ...:: ... ·: -.: -:: ... ·: -.·: ... ·: -.·: ... ·: ·::-:: -..:-:: ... ·: -..·:-..': -:: -::-..': -..·:-..·: --:: -:: -.::-.': -::-;': .... ·: -:: -.·:··::-.·: -.·: ..... , ..... , -.·:·::: -.·:- ··:: -.·: -..·: -.': ~. -..': .... , ..... , -t: -:: .... ·,..;: ·:: .... , .... ·: ..... ·:: ·:: ...:: ~::--.': ..;, ~: -:: ".': ·:. ".': * ".':'.': 
* -.107912E+02 .226504E+01 .J0335L;E+01 .220842E+Ol • 15 1111 E+O 1 .322q81E+01 -.577 51E+01 * 
2 * .500Q91;E+01 -.933111;£+00 -.1L;357'&01 -.1087lOE+01 -.1)2159E+01 -.10~h36E+01 .]~5 ~~s+01 ''; 3 .,;: -.124029E+01 .209671•& 00 .192224£+00 .2439 9E+OO .2..;.5107E+OO .22 flJOE+-00 -.i_,O ,ut.+OO -:r 
I;.,;: .1L;:;l06Et-OO -.257455£-01 -.165835£-01 -.289188E-01 -.296.-:g')E-01 -.26?,109£-01 .16606.3£-01 ,~ 
5 -:: -.1095'J2E-01 .196758£-02 .?15747E-03 .213380£-02 .222G oE-02 .19:J155E-02 -.:376333£-03 '~ 
6 ... 
.. 
.532399£-03 -.9669J2E-04 -.31;6!;03E-04 -.104!;74£-03 -.10981;4£-03 -.947653E-04 .2Lt2422E-04 -:: 
7 -I: -.173594E-04 .310293 E-05 .921+455E-06 .J46843E-05 .J64J24E-05 .293450E-05 -.339977E-07 * 
8 -:.· .377561[-06 -.645162E-07 -.173775E-07 -.774635£-07 -.007Lt61E-07 -.534393E-07 -.162713£-07 ,·: 
9 * -.526617£-03 .334591£-03 .221255£-09 .111639£-08 .114951E-03 .716910E-09 .517361E-09 * 
10 -:: 
.426751E-10 -.606596E-11 -.172065£-11 -.91t0432E-1l -.952122£-11 -.433621E-11 -.683656£-11 -:: 
11 * -.152951£-12 • H.l7220E-13 .616957E-14 .351585E-13 .31;9218£-13 .13314:3E-13 .}4:_)465E-13 ··~ 
-...·:-.·:.;.:.._•:-:.: -..·: -.·: -.·:-::-.·:-.·:r-.·:-.':-.·:-.': ':.'.:-.'.:-..·: ··:: -.·: -.·:-.': -..·:-..': -;.':-.·: -.·:-.': -.·:·.': -.·:·:::-..':-::~:: -.•: .... ·:..,·: -::-:.':-;.':-:.': -.·:-.·:-.·:..,':-.': -.·: -;.':-.': -.·:':.':-.': -;.':-.':-;.': -;.':-.': -.·:-.': -;.':..,': ':.':....-.:-.~· ..,': -.':·.": -.·:-.': -.·:-:.': -..': -;.':-.':-;.':-;.': -;.': -;.':-.'; -;.': ·:: -.': -.·:-..·: -.·: ..,·: -;.': -.·: -;.':-.': -;.'r-.': -..'r 
I ilTERtlUCLEA.'{ SEPARATIOn R= 0.50 A.U. TO 10.00 A.U. ~·: 
--:~ 
....-:....-~-..··*-.·: ... ·: ... • .... ·:-:.: .... ·:-.·:~::-.·:-.·: ......... , ..... , -::-.': .................. : -.·:-.': ·:: .. ·: -.·:-t:-.·: -.·:-.·:-.·: .. ·: .... ·: -.·: -.·:-.·:-..':-.·:-..·: .... ·:-::-.': ... , -.·:-.·: ... ·: -.·: -.·: ... ·: -.·:-..':-.': -.·:-.·:-.·:-..·:-.': ·.':·:: -.·: -.·: .. ·: -.': ·.':-..': .... ·:-.·:-.:-.·: .... · ... ·: .. · ... ·:-;,': -:: .... :~: ..... ·: .... ·.--:: ... , ':.':-.·: -:: .... : ~·: -.·: ..... , ':.':* -.·.: -..": 
* 
• 133341[+01 .L;34532 E-01 .224127E-02 -.L,G946DE-03 -.155147E70Q .129893E+01 -.239260E+Ol ~~ 
2 ~: .JI;J(,48E+ 00 -.2956/d;E+OO -.107091 E-01 .22·3779[-02 • 785052E+ 00 .494531;[+00 -.255773E+OO ~: 
3 * -.490432E+OO .100523E+Ol -.413075E-02 .25 1+059E-01 -.174008E+01 -.71537JE+OO .434230E+OO '~ 
4 * .2l•L•992E+OO -.873116& 00 -.256261;E-O 1 -.~17619E-03 .128975E+Ol .3'i9592E+OO -.J64J96E+O'J '~ 
s * -.559209E-01 .405342& 00 .909134E-02 -.31;7784E-02 -.530319E+OO -.964673E-01 .167545E+OO ,., 
6 ~< 
.38%37£-02 -. 1153~7E• 00 -.230179£-02 • 135237E-02 .136775E+OO .121137E-01 -.433802E-01 * 
7 * .96751; 1 E-03 .211029[-01 .h1,9868E-03 -.258761E-03 -.230365E-01 -.897657E-04 .666036[-02 ·.~ 
8 * -.269597E-O' -.249042E-02 -.574114E-04 .293270E-04 .253516E-02 -.186192E-03 -.608460E-0~ * 
9 * .290363E-O .183397E-03 .434094E-05 -.201106E-05 -.175826£-03 .253550E-04 .311965£-0 * 
10 * -.152721£-05 -.766509£-05 -.176144E-06 .775456E-07 .697668E-05 -.145823E-05 -.743039E-06 * 
11 * • 32 3732 E-C7 .13SCl26E-06 .295295E-03 -.129532E-03 -.120755E-06 .324137E-07 .II05030E-08 * 
-;.': --:...-:: --::-:: -.·: ·:: -.·:-..':--.": -:: ... , .. ·: -.·:-.·:-:: -.·:: ·:: -.·:.-.·:-.·:-.·: .... , -.·: ..... , ':.'.:··.': -;.': -.': ..... , -.·: -.·: ;.': -.·: -.':-.': -.·: -.·: -.·: ... • ..... ·: -;.': .... , -.•: .... • .... ·: .... , ..,·:-.': ':.':"i': -.·: ... , ",':-;.': -.':;.': -.": -.·: -.·: -.':";': ....-:-:: .... ·:-.·: -;.': ......... ... ·: ";': -.·: -.·: ........... : -..·:-.': -.·: -.·: ·::: ... ·:-.·: -:.': -.·: -:: -:r ... , -:.': -:.': * * .... ·: ... ·:...·: 
* * 
-·· ItlTERtlUCLEr-IR SEPARATiotl R= 0.05 A.U. TO 0.50 A.u. <;.( 
1: 
* 
-::-:~* *-:.': ".': -.·: ... ·~·:-.·: ... ·: -.·: ·:: 1:1: ":.':-.·: ... ·: ..... , -.·:-.·: .... ·: ..,·: -.·: -.·: ..._., .... ·: -.·: -.·: •'::': -.·:-.': -.·: --.·: ..,·: -:: -.·:-:.': .... ·: -..: -.•:-.': -.·: -.·:~:: ..,.,..._., -:.': ..... , ..,·: -.·: -.·: -.·:·:: -.·: ... ·: -.·: -..·: -.·: .... -: ... ·: .... ·: -.·.: .. : ,., -.·: ,., -.·: -. ·,,., -.·:..,·: -.·: "'.':-.·: -.·: ·.':-..': -.·:-.·:-.": -t: -.·: -.·: ... ·: ·.': -.·: .... ·: -.·: -.·: ~: -:r:r 
1 * .1414]::1&01 -.222297E-05 -.136945E-05 • 107291 E-04 .251910E-06 • 141413E+01 -. 241t9Lt2E+ 01 '~ 
2 .,;, • 2229'!3E- 02 • 103524E-02 -.2J.6871E-04 .163425E-03 -.9~8359E-03 .478311E-02 -.352018E-02 * 
3 * -.533171£~01 .24%99E+OO -.2 •5728E-01 .2(,5154E-01 -.2 9581E+OO -.114575&00 .329472£-01 * 
4 ~' • 701933 E+OO .851858E-01 -.334753E-02 • 196229£-01 -.739191E-01 .150956[+01 -.103746&01 ...,, 
5 * -.575567& 01 -.485831 E+OO -.491055E-02 -.119813E+OO .317727&00 -.123439E+02 .881.333E+01 ,., 
6 * .300907&02 .130369£+01 -.174750E-01 .406303E+:JO -.81976.SE+OO .647391E+02 -.h64650E+02 * 7 ,., -.1052Jl;E+03 -.269271E+-01 .8L;2397E-01 -.963076& 00 .103344[+01 -.226410[+03 • 16233'3 E+03 ~< 
8 ~: .2420<JLt&03 • .333223E+01 -.166326& 00 .J5L;<J39E+01 .56~435& 00 .52095JE+03 -.373385E+03 ~·: 
9 * -.J52102E+03 -.139137E+Ol .180466E+OO -.156624E+01 -.37 161;£+01 -.757708& 03 .51+2866E+03 ,., 
10 -1: 
.2J3I;OOE+03 -.216894& 00 -.10Jlt78E+OO .2.86293& 00 .494945E+01 .63Jli08E+03 -.452242£+03 -:: 
11 * -.10G639E+03 .572960E+OO .215805E-01 -.207047E+OO -.230053E+01 -.229604E+03 • 1 64411 & 03 '~ 
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* * 
;": INTERtlUCLEAP. SEPARATIOn R=10.00 A.U. TO 40.00 A.U. ·;r 
* 1:~-~~::-.:-- ... -: ... ·: -.·: ... ·: ... ·: ... ·: ... ':-;.':-.·:-.': ... -: ... ·.--.·:--.·:-:'; -:.':-.~ -:.':-.': -.': .... ":·::: .... ":-..":-.': .... ·:-:.':* ·:: -..·:-.·:-.:-.·: -:.':-..':-.*:-;.':: -.·:-.':-;.':-.': ... -: .... ·: --..': ... ': -.·:-.·: -.':-.':-.':-.-. ... ·:-.': :':-.':-.':;':-;': -.':-.':-.':-.':*-.': -.·:-.':-.':-.':-.': -.': -.·: .... ':".':-.':-.': ... ':-:.': -.':-..':-.': -.: .. :-.':-.': -.·: .... -.·:-.":: ... ':* ..... ·.': -.': -.: .... ·:·::-.': -.': ·:: -..':-..": -~ 
1 ': .125713E+01 .532il1;6E+OO .462262E+OO :235422E+OO .963500&00 .196376E+OO .305571E+OO -.677512E-01 * 
2 * -.225640F.+OO -.69351;0E-01 -.676409E-01 -.193466E-01 -.993970E-01 .227858E-01 -.187303E-01 .218S'J3E ... OO * 
3 * .371402E-01 .309655E-02 .816330E-02 .147075E-02 .126248E-01 -.513072£-02 .125442E-02 -.4357~1£-01 * 
4 ;.- -.3il4649E-02 -.782303E-03 -.639786E-03 -.697453E-04 -.106588E-02 .526523E-03 -.611766£-04 .576018E-02 * 
5 * .266537E-03 .590106E-04 .341712E-04 .113660E-05 .627202E-04 -.340312E-04 .251234E-05 -.435073E-03 * 
6 * -.127127E-04 -.330535E-05 -.127205£-05 .9191 10E-07 -.26204SE-05 .151190E-05 -.954114E-07 .?2151BE-04 * 
7 * .419215E-06 .125filt2E-06 .330603E-07 -.731t648E-08 .776073E-07 -.468666E-07 .313723E-08 -.770316E-06 * 
8 * -.940197E-08 ~.313154E-08 -.583419E-09 .251462E-09 -.159441E-OS .100062E-OS -.774393E-10 .180426E-07 * 
9 1' .136960E-09 .512036E-10 .683119E-11 -.477283E-11 .216153E-10 -.140302E-10 .126961E-11 -.272226E-09 ·:: 
10 ~- -.116890E-11 -.473841E-12 -.465340E-13 .488958E-13 -.173882E-12 .116264E-12 -.121131[-13 .238933£-11 * 
11 1' .I;L~3612E-14 .1920Lf8E-14 .140745E-15 -.211356E-15 .6231;11E-15 -.43123GE-15 .506535E-16 -.927041E-14 * 
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...... INTER:lUCLEAR SEPARATIOn R= 0.50 il..U. TO 10.00 A.U • ~' 
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~: ..,·: ·:: -.': -:.': ·.':-.': ·:: -:: -:: ·.': -:.- -.': ;': -.•: -..·:-.<:: -.·: -.·: ·:: -:: -..·: -.·: -.•: -:: -.·: ... ·: -.·.--.·~ -:':".': -.·: -.·: -:: :·: ·.': ·:.': -;,': -.·: ._•: ·:::-.·: -.·:-.':: ·.': -.·: -.·:·-.:: ".': -.·:·:: -.·: ·:: -:: ... ·: ._·:-.': :': -.•: ·:: -.·:-:: -..': ·.': -.·:-.': -.·:-:: -:':-.': -,•: -:: -:.- -.·:..,': ·::-.': .._•: -:c -.•.: -..': -.•: -.·: .._•: -.·( -..•: *-..': -.,'\ -..·: -.."r-.": "i.': ~~ -:~ -..~ :': ·:: ·:: ·~·: -;.': ~: ·:: ...... :'r .._': -..": 
1 * • 2 1 22 1 1 E + 0 1 .499122E+OO .514069E+OO • 222027 E+OO .540231 E+OO .222150£+00 .234974E+00 .227653£+00 >': 
2 * -.33031~E+OO .~6~G80E-02 -.1oog44E.,.OO .13616GE-02 -.181~0~E+OO 
3 -;; .212'50[+00 -. f:•OOJ3E-01 -.115 1;5E-02 -.139198E-01 .359·9,[+00 .~40~3~E-03 -.6~3740E-01 -.a4312~:-01 * .c.01 3 E-03 .1·5299E+OO • 605:3·£-01 * 
4 * .~7152~E-01 .242395E-01 .181293E-01 .6z82~1E-02 -.2002~4E+OO .54Q483E-03 -.1119D2E+OO -.37684~E-OI * 5 * -. 0501oE-01 -.723296E-02 -.999400E-02 -.2 60· 9E-02 .5405 6E-01 -.320596E-03 .467900E-01 .13234;E-01 * 1 -:: . '~')'l<:;;St-8~ ~I;l'lOOF-02 2'1Hh8E-g2 l;f~gjF-Ol - ~2'J6i.OE-02 c4t;j6~ E-01; - 121%GJ,c_6i - 4'?44"pE-02 '* 
* -.~·9~17- _ -:_o0207E-o3 -:sG 6BE-J3 -:6.2 o ~-o ;_o~~s?r-oJ -:136 2 E-65 :zos Jot- :7742~~c-o3 * 8 ,., 
• 3J2070E-03 .200702E-04 .G75575E-04 .630373E- 05 .763107E-04 -.72G325E-06 -.226705[-03 -.7031?1E-04 * 
9 * -.302638E-04 -.125675C-05 -.504397E-05 -.407821E-06 -.114103:-04 .103998E-06 • 157481 E-04 .3479'-!lE-05 * 
10 -:: 
.130916E-05 .460165E-07 .213291E-06 • 153732E-07 .669964E-06 -.594357E-OS -.625652E-Oh -.75119BE-07 * 
11 * -.243420E-07 -.746333E-09 -.390262E-08 -.256386E-09 -.149744E-07 .129439E-09 .103403E-07 .164421£-09 ,': 
·.:~_·:-::-.·: -..·:-..·:-:: -::-::-.·:-.·: .... ·: -:: .... ·:-.·:·:: ... :...-:-.·: ·::-::·::...-: -::-.·: -..-:-::-..·: ... ·: .... ·:-..·: -.·:·::-..·:·.:.: -.·: .... ·:-.·:-::-:: -.·:·.:: ~ .... ·:-.·: -::·::··::-.': ... ·:-::-::-..·: .. ·:-..·:-..·:-:: -..':-:: -..·:":':-:: ... ·:":':-::-.·:-:..- -..·:·::-.': -..·: -.·: ... ·: -.·:-.·: .... ·.:·:: -.·: -.·: -::-..·:-:: .... ·: ·:: ... ·: -..·: ... ': -:: .... -:-:: ... ·: -..': --..·:-.'; --..·:-.·: ... ·: ·.':-.'-:·.·::·::-..·:** ** * 
--..·: I!!TERiiUCLEAR SEPAR.ATIOtl R= 0.05 1\.U. TO 0.50 A.U. 
* 
"':* ... ·.-.·: -.·:-.·:-.·: ... ·: :'.:-.·: ... ·:-:: -.·:-.': -.·: ... ·: .... ·:-.·: -:: -.·:.-::·:: -::....-: -.·:-.·: -.·:·::-::-.·; ~ ...... ... ·:-:: -.·: -.·: -.·:-::-::-:: -.·:--.·: -.·:-.': -.·:-:: .... ·: -.·:-::-.': ... ·:-.':-.':·.::-.·:-.'-:-.·: .... ·: ·:: ·:: .... ·:·:: .... , -.·: .._•:-;': -..·: .. ·.: -.·:·:: ·:: -.·:-.': -.·:-.':-;': .... ·: -.·: .... ·:·::·:: .. ·:·:: -.':-..': -:::·: ... ·.-·:: ·:: -.·: ~:-::-.·:-..·: ·:: -.·: -:: -:: ... ·:-.'1' -.·: ·.':-::-.·: ·.':·:: 
'~ .200151E+Ol .499997E+OO .500194E+OO .222217E+OO • .SOOOOOE+OO .222213C:+OO .222211 E+OO .22219'-E+OO ,., 
2 {: .816557E-02 .210S19E-03 .1061;83E-02 .33361;2E-03 .500G03E-03 .55413.1E-03 .S19939E-03 .2n57G9E-03 {, 
3 '~ -.2'l3771E+01 -.383884E-01 -.3530638-00 -.J78.q27E-01 .612081E-01 -.118833E-01 .196962E-02 -.SG3352E-02 * 
4 * .7121+ l'lE+01 .66F.453E-01 .G79747E+OO • 105577E+OO .369316E-01 • 175300E ... OO .22111 :c6& 00 • 1173'15E+OO ,., 
5 * -.1705J!;E.,.02 -.525720E+OO -.2235l;5E+01 -.il52'.J51;E+OO -.151+1t75E+OO -.142456E ... 01 -.178021&01 -.827995E ... OO '-c 
6 f: .583701E+02 .2'14734E+01 .316531;£+01 .1;52583H- 01 .443631;E+OO .7520%& 01 .928040[+01 .400312& 01 * 
7 '~ -.20111;1E+03 -.9999528-01 -.27~027E+02 -.153447&02 -.694103E+OO -.263085E+02 -.322127E+02 -.131929[+02 ,., 
8 '' .495411 E+03 .230131 E+02 .673901E+ 02 .364580E+02 .212fl81 & 00 .605292E ... 02 .737043E+02 .2:?1264E.,.02 ,., 
9 f: -.770461;E+03 -.J3l•709E+02 -.104782&03 -.530293E+02 .1112158-01 -.880418E+02 -.1067%E+03 -.410391(+02 * 
10 f: .67769SE.,.03 .278904E+02 .917683E+02 .441905E+02 -.179915E.,.Ol .73367SE+02 .887-311 & 02 .3345'37E+02 ~' 
1-3 
::t>' 
IJj 
t'l 
ttj 
H 
H 
H 
11 * -.257107E+03 -.101416E+02 -.347289&02 -.160691£+02 .8956678-00 -.266791E+02 -.321947&02 -.119513E+02 '" 00 
-:~**..;:-.·:-::-::-::-:..-;:*..;:*****~:-.':*-I:*-::-.·.--:r::**1:-.•:-;.':-..':-::-;.':-::-.::-::-::-::-::-,•:-::-::~: ... ·:*-::-::--..·:*-;.':".'r::Z':-::-.':*·-.':*1:-.. ':-.':·::..,·:-.. ·:-::**-::-::*-.":*".'::1:·:: ... ·:-:r-;.':-.·:..,':-:r-::*-."r·.":*.;r-;.':'-."r-.":*-..'•*· .. •r-."r"-.':":.':'-.":*-.'~":·n'r':.':** Cl'\ 
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89. 
Contour Diagram of 1~1 2 for 4fa~ taken through the XZ plane. 
